Improved bioengineered cartilage tissue formation following cyclic compression is dependent on upregulation of MT1-MMP.
The generation of bioengineered cartilage tissue suitable for transplantation is a potential therapy to treat damaged cartilage. We have shown previously that the physical and biomechanical properties of bioengineered cartilage can be improved by the application of 30 min of cyclic compression by a mechanism involving sequential upregulation of gene and protein levels of membrane type-1 matrix metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP) and MMP-13. In the current study, we demonstrated that MT1-MMP is critical to this response, as blocking the upregulation of MT1-MMP prevented the improvement in tissue formation. MT1-MMP seems to act by inducing tissue remodeling as evidenced by the presence of aggrecan degradation products by Western blot analysis and increased release of matrix molecules into the media. Release of these molecules was diminished when MT1-MMP upregulation was prevented. This matrix degradation was likely due to MT1-MMP, as under conditions where MMP-13 expression is maintained (stimulation in the presence of MT1-MMP siRNA) the release of these matrix molecules into the media was still prevented. It also appears that MT1-MMP does not regulate MMP-13 gene expression, as MT1-MMP-siRNA pretreatment had no effect on MMP-13 expression following mechanical stimulation. Further analysis of the anabolic genes and proteins involved in mechanically stimulated cartilage will lead to better understanding of the mechanism(s) underlying tissue formation yielding improved bioengineered cartilage.